
Alberta 
 
Each clue indicates a man's name which, if you add a letter to the end, becomes a 
different word.  The names and words are: 
 
Wes + T (west), Marty + R (martyr), Ethan + E (ethane), Sam + E (same), Rene + W 
(renew), Del + I (deli), Mel + T (melt), Elvis + H (elvish), Ari + A (aria), Chi + C (chic), 
Hal + O (halo), Lee + R (leer), Ira + N (iran), Len + S (lens) 
 
The middle "initials" spell TREE WITH ACORNS, and the answer is OAK. 
 
Notes: the puzzle only uses men's names as an artifact of its evolution: originally it 
was going to be about men's names that become women's names when "a" is added to 
the end (e.g. Paul/Paula), but there were fewer of those than I expected, and eventually 
the puzzle turned into this instead. 
 

British Columbia 
 
"Where it's happening" is BC.  Only some of the years given are BC; the others are AD.  
Separated out, they are: 
 
BC AD 
31: Rome conquers Egypt  
 64: Nero begins rebuilding 
4: Idumaean-born Herod  
44: Brutus assassinates Caesar  
 393: Olympic Games abolished 
 60: The Iceni revolt  
250: Bathtub discovery of buoyancy  
 47: The establishment of Londinium 
206: In China, the Han dynasty  
71: Third Servile War  
 132: Hadrian's Wall is completed 
27: Octavian becomes Augustus  
63: Roman senator Cicero  
54: Death of the poet Catullus  
 72: Initial construction on the Colosseum 
480: Invasion of Greece by Persia  
 429: Siege of Hippo Regius 
300: Euclid writes his "Elements"  
 
The first letters of the AD events spell NOT THIS.  The first letters of the BC events spell 
RIBBIT OR DIE, which is a clue for CROAK. 
 
Notes: solvers seemed to find this harder than I intended.  My hope was that a few of 
the AD events would be obviously AD—Nero, for instance, couldn't have been emperor 
in 64 BC, if you know that Caesar's death in 44 BC marked the rise of the emperors.  
But I know some people ended up backsolving it.  My apologies for the difficulty. 



New Brunswick 
 
Of course, New Brunswick isn't where they discovered niobium, but its postal 
abbreviation is NB, and Nb is the chemical symbol for niobium.  Similarly: 
 
Capital State Abbr Element Ltr 
Harrisburg (2) Pennsylvania Pa Protactinium R 
Denver (2) Colorado Co Cobalt O 
Jefferson City (5) Missouri Mo Molybdenum B 
Sacramento (5) California Ca Calcium I 
Annapolis (3) Maryland Md Mendelevium N 
Baton Rouge (5) Louisiana La Lanthanum H 
Lincoln (3) Nebraska Ne Neon O 
Bismarck (3) North Dakota Nd Neodymium O 
Indianapolis (3) Indiana In Indium D 
Saint Paul (8) Minnesota Mn Manganese S 
Tallahassee (1) Florida Fl Flerovium F 
Helena (7) Montana Mt Meitnerium R 
Atlanta (5) Georgia Ga Gallium I 
Columbia (3) South Carolina Sc Scandium A 
Little Rock (2) Arkansas Ar Argon R 
 
Taking the indicated letters from the elements spells ROBIN HOOD'S FRIAR, and the 
answer is TUCK. 
 
Notes: The hardest part of writing this puzzle was finding a clue phrase I could write 
with the available letters.  As it happens, I believe I used every state whose 
abbreviation is a chemical symbol, except for one.  (Bonus puzzle: which one?) 
 



Manitoba 
 
Four of the words, like Winnipeg, have a four-letter palindrome starting at the second 

letter.  Newsweek has a five-letter palindrome there instead. 
Four of the words, like Brandon, contain a conjunction (and, but, or, nor, yet).  Emily 

does not (and according to one text parser, is an adverb). 
Four of the words, like Steinbach, start with two consecutive letters of the alphabet.  

Ponderous starts with two such letters in reverse order. 
Four of the pharses, like Portage La Prairie, contain a solfege syllable (la, re, do, sol, mi).  

Ho Chi Minh, though it contains a two-letter word, does not. 
Four of the words, like Thompson, can come before "twins".  Ego cannot (though it can 

come before "trip", which is close as I could get to "triplets"). 
Four of the words, like Winkler, become a new word when the last letter is moved after 

the first.  Wreathe becomes a new word when its second letter is moved to the end. 
Four of the words, like Selkirk, end with a Star Trek character (Kirk, Data, Yar, Riker, 

Chapel).  Space Invader ends with a Star Wars character. 
Four of the words, like Dauphin, are French animals.  Shrimp is not. 
Four of the words, like Morden, can be anagrammed into synonyms for "new" (modern, 

recent, original, novel, present).  In utero is an anagram of routine. 
Four of the words, like Flin Flon, are "welded third-letter changes", i.e. are the same 

string of four letters repeated twice but with a different third letter.  Sing-song is 
similar, but with a different second letter. 

 
The first letters of the odd ones out spell NEPHEW'S SIS.  The answer is NIECE. 
 
Notes: a few of these veered deeper into obscurity than I would have liked, but it was 
hard enough coming up with any inspiration for "Manitoba", and then even harder to 
find useful word play in "Brandon" or "Morden".  Many people didn't recognize 
AORIST as a word.  It's a form of the past tense in Ancient Greek.  Sorry about that 
one. 
 
It was tempting to make the tenth one's odd one out "SERIOUSLY THOUGH THERE'S 
A CITY CALLED FLIN FLON".  Easily my favorite fact about Manitoba. 
 

Newfoundland and Labrador 
 
These are famous "X and Y" pairs, interwoven and with one letter missing: 
 
ANTONY and CLEOATRA P 
MACRONI and CHEESE A 
TROILUS and CRESIDA S 
LEXINGON and CONCORD T 
ABBTT and COSTELLO O 
FOOTLOOSE and FANCY-REE F 
SKULL and CROSBONES S 
TWEEDLEDUM and TWEEDLEDE E 
RESEARCH and DEVLOPMENT E 
HAMMER and SICLE K 
 
The missing letters spell PAST OF SEEK, and the answer is SOUGHT. 



Northwest Territories 
 
Several pairs of adjacent students are pointing at each other: E/K, M/Q, N/T, R/S, and 
S/Y.  However, we know that Thieu's flags are at half the angle as Donne's, which means 
Donne's have to be at 90° or 180°.  That rules out E/K, M/Q, and R/S, as they consist 
entirely of girls whose flags are at 135°. 
 
Donne, therefore, is either Neve or Robin; Thieu has to be pointing at her from a non-
adjacent square.  If Donne is Neve, then Thieu's flags would have to be at a 45° angle, 
but no girl fits those criteria (Giada is pointing at her, but adjacent; Carol is pointing at 
her, but with flags at a 135° angle).  Therefore, Donne is Robin, and Tree is Susan. 
 
The girls who aren't adjacent to Robin but are pointing at her with flags at a 90° angle 
are Beth and Inanna, but Beth is pointing south, so Thieu must be Inanna.  Similarly, 
the girls who aren't adjacent to Susan but are point at her are Carol and Kendall, but 
Carol is pointing south, so Vorr must be Kendall. 
 
The girls are: 
 Robin Dunne ("one") 
 Inanna Thieu ("two") 
 Susan Tree ("three") 
 Kendall Vorr ("four") 
 
and their initials, like their flags, spell RISK. 
 
Notes: This started out as a puzzle about a Risk board, which is indeed the other 
reason I know where the Northwest Territories are.  (The area on the Risk board is 
"Northwest Territory", hence the misspelling in the flavortext.)  But there was no good 
way to use a Risk board without using the word Risk, and "pointing northwest" 
suggested semaphore, so I decided to write a semaphore puzzle that doesn't require 
looking up any semaphore. 



Nunavut 
 
The completed grids are: 
 

(C) 
S H O A L 

I N C 
L   H 
L   E 

 

(A) 
F R U I T 

O K S 
S   L 
E   E 

 

(S) 
V I O L A 

D Y E 
L   E 
E   K 

 
(T) 

S H A R P 
E G O 
I   L 
R   L 

 

(L) 
F L I E S 

A D D 
M   G 
A   E 

 

(E) 
A B O V E 

O N E 
N   N 
Y   T 

 
 
and the answer is therefore CASTLE. 
 
Notes: This is what passes for a grid puzzle when I write puzzles.  Apparently some 
vexillologists dislike Nunavut's flag, but I think having an inuksut on it is incredibly 
cool, so I had to use that as my inspiration. 
 

Ontario 
 
Clued by "Toronto / Ron", these are the centers of seven letter words whose first and last 
letters are the same: 
 
yli STYLIST 1 S 
hir TSHIRTS 1 T 
alg AMALGAM 1 A 
qui REQUIRE 1 R 
rmi TERMITE 1 T 
    
bac HIBACHI 2 I 
liv ENLIVEN 2 N 
    
ffe TAFFETA 1 T 
gib LEGIBLE 2 E 
ptu NEPTUNE 1 N 
gol ANGOLAN 2 N 
sul INSULIN 1 I 
cap ESCAPES 2 S 
 
The boxed letters spell START IN TENNIS, which clues SERVE. 
 
Notes: both testsolvers thought of LOVE before SERVE, which is why I indicated the 
length of the answer; I hope that was enough.  Like New Brunswick, this was one of 
the first ideas I had, but once again I used almost every available set of letters, and 
forming a clue phrase out of them was incredibly hard.  The fact that the ones I used 
fell out into a tennis-like back-and-forth pattern was extremely fortuitous. 



Prince Edward Island 
 
The answers to the twenty-one clues, in the order they appear, are: 
 

cool blue city 
five card line 
hail ends Luke 
make hand meet 
name lake pass 
salt Mary stud 
thin that tune 

 
Each of these can be combined into a three-word phrase (where, similar to Prince 
Edward Island, each word has four letters): Cool Hand Luke, five card stud, Hail Mary 
pass, make ends meet, Name That Tune, Salt Lake City, and thin blue line.  Draw lines 
connecting the boxes, which will each go through one letter; take the pair of letters 
indicated by each phrase, top to bottom, to get BEFORE LANG SYNE.  The answer is 
therefore AULD ("auld lang syne" being another 4-4-4 phrase). 
 

Quebec 
 
The answers are clued alphabetically, but can be placed uniquely based on answer 
lengths and where the accented é falls in each one.  In order on the page, they are: déjà 
vu, séance, étude, élan, Pokémon, débutante, Champs Élysées, Fabergé, ménage à trois, 
éclair, protégé, détente.  The boxed letters spell USE A KEYBOARD, and the answer is 
TYPE. 
 
Note: a particular thanks to shMike for catching that I originally had both étui and 
élan, which were indistinguishable.  The intent was to use words which, like Montréal, 
are often spelled without their accents; I was probably only somewhat successful at 
that.  The hard part here was avoiding words like café which were part of the 
metapuzzle. 
 



Saskatchewan 
 
The transformations are: 

� translate from French to English 
↶  shift a letter to get a new word 
� replace the word with a homonym 
� replace "o" with "ou" 
� replace the word with its antonym 
� reverse the word 
� add "st" to the end of the word 
 

The six lines are: 
pain → bread → beard 
maine → main → hand 
cold → could → cloud, and also cold → clod → cloud 
bottom → top → pot → pout 
LA → last ↔ first ← fir 
be → best → worst → wurst 

 
The numbered blanks give the letters in ENCORE.  ENCORE translated from French is 
AGAIN, which with ST added is AGAINST, the opposite of which is FOR, which 
"Canadianized" is FOUR. 
 
Notes: This was written on the plane from Toronto to Vancouver.  It started as 
brainstorming around Nova Scotia (nova/lox, lox/locks...) but ended up here instead. I 
was going to use generic alchemy symbols but decided that vaguely meaningful 
symbols would be more helpful to solvers.  The "Canadian" transformation was left 
over from the cryptic I originally intended to write: some of the answers would be 
transformed by turning O into OU.  (The other transformation became the 
metapuzzle.) 
 

Nova Scotia 
 
Each set of words has a word in common that can follow it.  They are, in order: book, 
age, ribbon, market, egg, train, effect, ring, mass, image, list, knot.  The first letters of 
those words spell BAR METER MILK, each of which can precede the word MAID. 
 
Notes: more or less the last puzzle I wrote, Thursday morning in the hotel.  I was never 
thrilled with it, but the deadline was approaching and I needed to get something out 
the door. 
 



Yukon 
 
Each asterisk stands in for the last name of a U.S. president with one letter changed: 
 
Clue Missing letters President Wrong Right 
ja*ight's jaIL IN TONight's Clinton I C 
mig*haul migHT OVERhaul Hoover T O 
ho*ko hoW BAMAko Obama W O 
Inter*rrests InterPOL Arrests Polk A K 
com*e comMON ROSe Monroe S E 
c*reen cHART IN Green Harding T D 
deci*nsus deciPHER CEnsus Pierce H I 
stri*our striKE NEED Your Kennedy E N 
sylla*or syllaBUS For Bush F H 
hi*ternational hiJACKS INternational Jackson I O 
le*dles leARN HURdles Arthur N T 
wor*emocrats worK OR Democrats Ford K F 
o*els oF DAMSels Adams F A 
criti*er critiC AFTer Taft C T 
 
The incorrect letters from the presidents' names spell IT WAS THE F IN KFC, an allusion 
to the fact that KFC was once an acronym; the correct letters spell COOKED IN HOT FAT.  
Both clues give the answer FRIED. 
 
Notes: Oh, this puzzle.  It was originally shorter and had the phrases WATER TUBE 
and STOCKINGS, each cluing HOSE, but "pipe" proved too salient an answer to the 
former phrase for testsolvers to get it.  Thursday afternoon was spent in the hotel in 
Vancouver racing against the clock trying to get a sane clue.  The first attempt was 
HYDRANT CONDUIT and NYLON STOCKINGS, but the second letter of both phrases 
is Y, leaving me with no changed letter there.  SOCK OR STOCKING overlaps on the O 
in CONDUIT; STOCKING OR SOCK also overlaps on that O.  Finally I settled on IT 
WAS THE F IN KFC (a tribute to Foggy, who occasionally uses that format to clue a 
word, always resulting in solvers, including myself, misparsing it as, e.g., IT WAS THE 
FINK FC) and COOKED IN HOT OIL.  This was almost finished when I found that 
there was just no way to change an F to an I in a president's name and get a string of 
letters that could be part of a sentence.  Fortunately, shMike suggested changing OIL 
to FAT, and the puzzle was done an hour before the UPS store closed. 
 
For all that, I kind of like this puzzle. 



Recouvery: Teach Yourself Coast Salish (metapuzzle) 
 
Each of the thirteen answers can be given a "Canadian twist": it can be pronounced with 
"eh?" at the end to produce a new word.  Those answers, their new words, and the 
corresponding clues and letters, are: 
 
Alberta  OAK OKAY Acceptable; approval sxtF  
British Columbia  CROAK CROQUET Ball-and-mallet lawn game kwsO 
Manitoba  NIECE NISEI Child of Japanese immigrants ˍmlU 
New Brunswick  TUCK TAKEI Star Trek actor George weiR  
Newf. & Labrador SOUGHT SAUTÉ Fry in a small amount of fat x´eT  
NW Territories  RISK RISQUÉ Off-color wtlE  
Nova Scotia  MAID MAYDAY Radio distress call uhwE 
Nunavut CASTLE CASSOULET White bean casserole ´kaN  
Ontario  SERVE SURVEY Collect data via poll 7wuT 
PEI AULD ALL-DAY Lasting from dawn to dusk (hyph) mytH 
Quebec  TYPE TAIPEI Capital of Taiwan eiuC  
Saskatchewan  FOUR FORAY Excursion setO  
Yukon FRIED FRIDAY Rebecca Black "hit" song hmhN 
 
The first three columns spell out the names of the three First Nations tribes who 
originally inhabited the Vancouver region: Sḵwxwú7mesh (often rendered as 
"Squamish"), Xwméthkwyiem (often rendered as "Musqueam"), and Tsliel-
Waututh.  The fourth column spells out what Recouvery means to me: 
FOURTEENTH CON. 
 
Notes: As I commented in the notes on Saskatchewan, the "eh?" transformation was 
going to be part of the cryptic I originally intended to write.  All forty-eight clues do in 
fact have legitimate answers, i.e. they clue words pronounced with a final "eh?" that 
are also words without that sound.  They are listed alphabetically by clue answer; the 
answers to the thirty-five not used here are left as an exercise for the solver.  (The 
letters and symbols next to those clues are mere distractors and are not meaningful; 
given that mytH and 7wuT were real, I felt safe in putting pretty much anything.) 


